VIEWS OF JUMP LAYOUTS – Sign #210. Send to Jump.

Broad Jump

Handler cannot cross this plane of the jump until the dog is in heel position. This would also be true if the high or bar jump were used – this line would be at the upright of the high/bar jump. (See below.)

Dotted line indicates the path of the handler that must be 36 inches from jump. The handler must work to the right of this line.

Sign placement 10 feet before leading edge of broad jump or 10 feet from the near upright of the high or bar jump, outside to the right of the path of the handler.

High or Bar Jump

Handler cannot cross this plane of the jump until the dog is in heel position.

Dotted line indicates the path of the handler that must be 36 inches from jump. The handler must work to the right of this line.

Sign placement 10 feet before the near upright of the high or bar jump, outside to the right of the path of the handler.